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of the book, 11 Tree of Codes captures and aestheticizes fear, loss, and the longing for books. Such feelings need not be based upon publishing statistics or on any other seemingly objective means of calibration, for books are actually doing just fine in our digital age. In the years leading up to the new millennium, however, concerns about what e-readers and Web 2.0 would bring was palpable and real for those who associated reading with codexical media. 12 Tree of Codes memorializes these fears and the historical, cultural moment associated with them as a function of the medium itself. The gaping holes in the pages of Tree of Codes also suggest the genre of book-inspired memorials to the Holocaust, of which Micha Ullman's Library (1995) is exemplary ( Fig. 1) . Located in Berlin's Bebelplatz, the subterranean memorial depicts an illusion of endless empty bookshelves that reach into the earth to unknown depths.
This poignant memorial suggests a parallel between the bodies of books and the bodies of people, both of which burned in the flames of the Shoah on the very spot of Library. As we know from Heinrich Heine, whose famous words mark the simple plaque in Bebelplatz denoting the spot of the otherwise-missable monument, a society that burns books will also burn people. 13 The parallel between the bodies of books and the bodies of people persists in Tree of Codes not only in rhetorical ways, which Amy Hungerford argues can be ideologically dangerous, but in deeply material, physical, and embodied ways that present reading-by-feeling as an ethical act of remembrance.
14 Tree of Codes operates in this context of associations between books, memory, archiving, and memorials in ways that address a twenty-first-century condition and concern: the symbolic and historical connections between books, bodies, and memory seem under threat due to digital technologies and reading practices. What we see in Tree of Codes and in bookishness more generally is not simply an alarmist response to fears that books are becoming obsolete but something more complex: a recalibration of ways of thinking about books. Rather than harkening to the post-book, such a recalibration involves reconciling the history of the book with the post-digital, as we will see in what follows-a project that requires recognizing how the use of the codex is predicated on its memorial function as a medium for archiving, as well as on its history as a sacred object. In this essay, I read Tree of Codes as a tutor text of bookishness because it demonstrates how contemporary literature confronts our changing relationship to books through an aesthetic memorial to this situation.
bookwork
Tree of Codes is not alone in its formal practice of cutting up an older book to make a new art object in ways that turn our attention to the materiality of codexical media. There is a long history of such practice and scholarship on it, as Dieter and Long-Bin Chen-is also called "altered book," or "carved book" art. 17 Stewart describes bookwork as having "demediated" the codex, 18 for such art takes away the ability to read the textual content and thus deconstructs the medial function of the book. We can't read the words contained in Pamela Paulsrud's Touchstones (books altered to look like stones) or Brian Dettmer's dictionary series (for example, his New Funk Standards" (2017) [ Fig. 2] ), because pieces of the pages have been cut away, shellacked, and otherwise altered.
In both of these artists' bookworks, we see the book as a physical, material, and aesthetic thing rather than just as a storage container for text. Such art makes us see books differently, prompting us to contemplate how these objects serve various cultural roles including medium, sacred object, archive, and memorial. Indeed, this mass-produced bookwork is both memorial and ruin, sculpture and literature, while also circulating widely as a digitally produced book-bound remix.
It challenges categorization, which might explain why it is left out of recent author bios in Foer's book-bound novels and also why it inspired a cross-media experimentation in the form of a contemporary ballet. 24 Director and choreographer Wayne McGregor collaborated with artist Olafur Eliasson and composer Jamie xx to create "Tree of Codes" (2015), a ballet for the Manchester International
Festival. McGregor calls the ballet "a translation" from "a book that has a body"
into an artform comprised of human bodies. 25 Recognizing that Tree of Codes creates and participates in constellations of creative influence, acts of translation, and repurposing across media forms demands that we adopt a media-attuned critical practice in order to approach it. Only then can we understand the importance it. This is where similarities end. Here, you must carefully extricate each page from those behind it without ripping it. This is because the die-cut process leaves the pages as a fragile latticework, and words from pages behind the one at-hand appear through holes, so you must carefully hold the paper in order to isolate the text on that particular page. Only then does the page at-hand appear as a tool we can recognize and use. 27 We see the page as an interface that matters, to crib the title of Bonnie Mak's book How the Page Matters. Since words on the page only appear-or, more precisely, the words from other pages only disappear-when you turn the page, you come to notice the physical action involved in turning pages and see how, once turned, the very familiar act of interacting with a book takes on new meaning. In Tree of Codes, the act of turning pages, which media theorist Espen Aarseth used as the cornerstone example of trivial interaction-in contradistinction to interactivity-becomes a highly interactive and meaningful activity. 28 The verso side of the page is always blank, but as the reader moves through the book, the page's backside emerges as a meaningful space. Foer uses the architecture of the codex to build rectangular shapes on the backside of the page, displaying mutating and sculptural cavities that increase in depth and shape and appear as caves or rooms that seem to reference the shadow-laden, mysterious rooms in Schulz's stories (Fig. 3 ).
As layers of paper accumulate, the diegetic spaces from the recto side of the text- Jerome McGann's words, "the linguistic code" (literature's content) and "the bibliographic code" (literature's physical structure) that combine to produce "the textual condition" of printed surfaces that shape the ways in which we read them. 29 Foer begins his book, whose title invokes the codes that shape the codex, by illuminating the media that shape readerly practices. Drawing our attention to the presence of print's protocols, the media-specific systems for arranging information on the page that are always present but often ignored,
Tree of Codes makes us see the book medium as thing and artifact. We appreciate the thingly and artifactual aspects of the book that would be lost should this book be digitized. In fact, Tree of Codes cannot be digitized, at least not without losing its power, and this is the aesthetic of bookishness at work.
The irony here is that this bookish object is decisively dependent upon digital technologies. To carve his codex, Foer employed a digitally enhanced process of die-cutting that required intricate technical production and a rather elaborate partnership between a London-based publishing house, Visual Editions, and expert printers in Brugge. 30 A short video released by Visual Editions, "Making Tree of Codes: 3 Months in 3 Minutes," depicts the use of industrial machines programmed to produce the fragile pages and artisanal aesthetic of Foer's product. 31 As a result, a mass-produced paperback looks like an artist's book. The digital enables the analog, which is true of most books these days, but here the digital realities of twenty-first-century publishing are employed to produce an aesthetic that prompts consideration of this very situation. 32 When we watch the movie about making the book, we do not see the author writing or painstakingly carving out single words. We get a very different sense of production from that which Foer, in his afterword to Tree of Codes, describes: "At times I felt that I was making a gravestone rubbing of The Street of Crocodiles, and at times that I was transcribing a dream that The Street of Crocodiles might have had."video shows no hands gingerly rubbing, no fingers feverishly writing. What we see instead are large machines programmed to perform an encoded digital sequence operating mechanically and quickly. What we see is a post-digital scene of publishing.
The term "post-digital" is useful for situating bookishness as a twenty-first century phenomenon. Since the turn of the millennium, we have experienced not only the extremely fast uptake of digital tools (Google, Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter, the Cloud, etc.) but also an acceptance of this fact. Florian Cramer uses the term "post-digital" to describe a cultural moment wherein "'digital'
has become a meaningless attribute because almost all media are electronic and based on digital information processing," and also "a contemporary disenchantment with digital information systems and media gadgets, or a period in which our fascination with these systems and gadgets has become historical." 34 We can an appreciation and even fetishization of it. This is its bookishness, and Foer's gimmick serves this purpose, rendering it purposeful. Sianne Ngai takes the gimmick seriously as an aesthetic category, identifying the gimmick as an act of saving labor through a short cut or a cheat: "both admiringly as a labor-saving 'trick' and also disparagingly as a labor-avoiding 'dodge.'" 36 "Making Tree of
Codes: 3 Months in 3 Minutes," whose title references such labor-saving activities, foregrounds materiality over content, procedure over product. This focus illuminates how the analog medium of the book is not just a thing but also a program, as Johanna Drucker argues: "Instead of reading a book as a formal structure, then, we should understand it in terms of what is known in the architecture profession as a 'program' constituted by the activities that arise from a response to the formal structures." 37 Recognizing the book as both material object and structural program helps explain why the book is the fetish object par excellence of contemporary digital culture. Fetishism, as we will see, involves
attributing to an object the ability to possess and exert powers rather than seeing that object as part of a larger system of programmatic operations. Tree of Codes invites consideration of the tangled relationship between fetish and medium through the very object that has historically been part of the complicated production and translation of the sacred into the thing. ("Gone are all the minor characters, an especially important erasure in the case of Adela, a maid who in Schulz's text is the real power in the narrator's household"; and "Even more striking are the erasures Foer performed to reattach the boy's mother to the father") are less interesting, I think, than the claim she makes through this practice: that Tree of Codes exposes a need to read differently and with digital technologies. 39 This bookish object demonstrates the inseparability of digital and analog through its highly corporeal medial presence, which promotes embodied reading practices and new avenues of thinking about, with, and through books. Yet Tree of Codes is also a book that deserves
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This bookish object demonstrates the inseparability of digital and analog through its highly corporeal medial presence, which promotes embodied reading practices and new avenues of thinking about, with, and through books.
to be read and interpreted by humans because its text is actually quite beautiful and meaningful.
allegorY
The textual content of Tree of Codes contains a contemporary allegory. It takes place in an apocalyptic moment: "An enormous-/ last-day-of-life" (11). 40 The specific date and place is not given, nor are characters' names, and this refusal to locate enables the poetic and fragmented content to unfold with a sense of the allegorical. The story opens to a fairytale-like, somnambulist moment when "whole generations/ had/ fallen asleep" (9) and "The passersby-/ had their eyes half-closed" (8), but the novel's formal die-cut technique jars the reader awake.
We prick our fingers on the sharp edges of its cut paper and are made physically aware of the materiality of this thing we hold and read. To put it differently, the gaps in Tree of Codes make present the material but non-medial aspects that we usually cease attending to when using the book as a medium for reading. We The text begins with the narrator and his mother walking through the streets of their town, where "children-greeted each other with-masks-painted/on their faces" (8). These imitations of life and normalcy reflect a deeper lack, a "growing in this emptiness" (9), that is represented by actual gaps on the page.
"Apart from them-mother and I ambled" (10). Set apart, these two "passedhouses" (100) that are "sinking, window and all, into-/ their-gardens" (11).
Their walk occurs on "an endless day, An enormous-/ last-day-of-life" resembles the carved bookwork of book sculptor (or "book surgeon") 42 Brian
Dettmer than of the overpainted pages of Phillips's artist's book; it illuminates and aestheticizes the role of presence and absence, the digital concept in a very bookish, analog object.
These gaps produce pregnant pauses that denote meaningful absence and inform reading pace. We can consider these gaps using N. Katherine Hayles's seminal reconfiguration of the binary structuring of informatics from presence/ absence to pattern/randomness. Distinguishing digital information structures in this way, she writes, "Like the human body, the book is a form of information
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transmission and storage, and like the human body, the book incorporates its encodings in a durable material substrate." 43 These absences are white spaces and visual caesurae that invite comparison to pre-print manuscript textuality. Pursuing such a comparative textual media studies route of reading Tree of Codes in relation to medieval manuscripts rather than, say, formal comparisons to more contemporary artists' books, illuminates the relationship between literature and its media: specifically the long material history of the book and practices of reading it. 44 Historians of the book have shown that blank spaces emerge in the evolution of the page interface along with and in order to support silent reading practices. 45 "Unmarked zones of the page are purposeful, and participate critically in the communication of ideas." 46 This is true in Tree of Codes, but for different reasons. Here, the blank spaces-both the holes on the page and the white spaces left on the paper between words-result not in readerly ease but in challenge and confusion. The blank spaces are too extreme to support reading for comprehension of content. They function not to provide rest for the eyes and support for a regular pace of silent reading, but rather to disrupt this now-normalized reading practice. This disruption turns our attention to the presence of gaps and how they encourage a reading practice that returns to vocalization, the sort associated with scripta continua from pre-print manuscript textuality. Indeed, when read aloud, a narrative emerges easily from the text fragments on the die-cut pages.
Consider an example from a page just before the death of the narrator's mother.
The word "her" occurs five times (out of twenty-five words) on this page and in four different lines on it; so its presence is significant. Yet it is only when the page's text is read aloud that the word's reoccurrence becomes rhythmic, inescapable, and even hypnotic. In an oral performance of the page, "her" takes on an aspiratic quality, sounding like breath and demanding the exhalation of it. 47 "Her" emerges as central to the narrative action rather than merely as a descriptor in it. The embodied performance illuminates the importance of the signified "mother" in the text (and supports Hayles's computationally derived conclusion). The page confirms this affective reading experience at its bottom, where the single word "her" sits alone, centered in an otherwise carved-out block. The word is the sole occupier of space and meaning. The presentation of "her" turns the signifier for the ailing mother into a physical signified. The importance of vocalization is made all the more poignant by the repetition of language about silence appearing on the preceding pages: "the silence talked" (14); "the bright silence" (15); "the/ secret of-private time" (15); and "the silent/ -sighs" (16). The words describe silence but demand sound, even alliteration. 48 The reader is reminded of the physicality involved in reading the page at the very moment when the narrator sees his mother as a surface or interface to be read: "her-eyes reflected-the garden" (17).
To the extent that there is a story here, Tree of Codes tells of a son witnessing the slow decay of his father. The old world is on the verge of slipping away while the younger generation comes into its own; the son awakens into his own identity as a writer. It is only with the death of his father that the narrator begins to identify as a writer. The narrative within Tree of Codes might be read as depicting a Bloomian "anxiety of influence" story, a son who emerges as a writer only with the death of his father. 49 In stunning prose, made all the more so when one considers the constraints that produced it, Foer describes the coming into awareness and if we recall that the word "codex" comes from the Latin word for "wood" Not only does Tree of Codes operate through fetishism-both by fetishizing the book as object and also by turning its die-cut holes into synecdochic fetishesbut it also adapts a work by a famous fetishist. Bruno Schulz had a fetish for women's feet, particularly when encased in high-heeled shoes. 56 More importantly for our purposes, Schulz's writing and visual art is full of book fetishism. Tree of Codes and other works of bookishness render the book as aesthetic artifact in ways that ensure that books will not only remain present ("book was there") but will also continue to matter. 
